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Chapter 1. Multi-Tenant Configuration Options

As a customer of IBM® Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation, multi-tenant
configuration options enable you to configure your enterprises in a variety of
ways:
v Single-Instance Single-Schema Deployment
v Multiple-Instance Deployment
v Single-Instance Multischema Deployment

Each of these options provides benefits and trade-offs according to your individual
business requirements. You can opt for a single-instance deployment if you do not
anticipate a significant increase in the number of your enterprises and if you want
a central point of control and monitoring across your deployment. If your
enterprises begin to expand and outgrow a single instance, you can deploy
multiple instances. Some business requirements might drive the need for more
advanced deployment models where multiple entities require different upgrade
cycles and isolation levels. These businesses might include third-party logistics
(3PL) providers and hosted environments. For these requirements, you could
implement a single-instance multischema deployment.

These deployments are multi-tenant, which means they consist of multiple
enterprises that have unique business needs, such as different process flows,
enterprise specific extensions, and rules. The last of these deployments is also
multischema, which is a type of multi-tenant deployment that has multiple
transactional database schemas – one per colony.

See the Chapter 3, “Deployment Type Benefit Matrix,” on page 13 for a summary
of the advantages of each type of deployment.

Single-Instance Single-Schema Deployment
Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation offers multi-tenancy support for
single-instance deployments that contain:
v A single database containing all Configuration and Transaction data
v A cluster of application servers with a single Enterprise Archive (EAR)
v One or more enterprises

In this configuration, all extensions can be defined by enterprise. These include
code extensions, user exit implementations, events, templates, menus, and
extensions to the user interface. Each enterprise can have its own sourcing rules,
pipelines, tasks, and so on. In addition, this type of deployment offers isolation of
configuration; that is, if one enterprise's configuration changes, the others are not
affected. In a single instance, all the data is centrally located, so you can upgrade
the entire instance together and consolidate database maintenance tasks.

The following illustration shows an example of single-instance, single-schema
deployment:
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As this illustration shows, in a single-instance deployment, Configuration and
Transaction data reside within the same schema. This schema is shared by three
enterprises: E1, E2, and E3. It has a cluster of nodes in an application server and
one EAR.

Following are the advantages and limitations of this single-schema deployment.

Advantages
v Enterprises can participate with each other, sharing inventory and sourcing

rules.
v Nodes, such as ship nodes, can be shared across enterprises.
v Enterprises can inherit rules from another enterprise within this same

Configuration schema.
v Each enterprise can have its own code extensions, events, templates, extensions

to user interfaces, menus, and user exit implementations. If E1 and E2 have
different inventory systems, they need to have different interfaces, too. These can
all be defined by enterprise.

v Each enterprise in configured separately. For example, E1 can have its own
sourcing rules, pipelines, tasks, and so forth. This isolation of configuration
means that you can deploy and move data by enterprise in the Configuration
Deployment Tool (CDT).
For more information about the CDT, see the Selling and Fulfillment Foundation:
Configuration Deployment Tool Guide.

v All enterprises are under a single point of control. For example, you can start
and stop agents and monitor processes from one place.

Limitations
v In this current deployment, enterprises cannot upgrade independently by

enterprise, because Transaction data is not isolated by enterprise. It is in a
single-schema.

v As more enterprises are added, more database capacity is needed and increased
hardware expense can result.
There is a finite threshold for growth in a single-instance deployment. Also, if
you want more isolation for your enterprise environments, you can consider a
multiple-instance deployment.
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Multiple-Instance Deployment
In a multiple instance deployment, you can have two or more instances of
databases, application servers, and EARs installed. If database size limitations were
an issue in a single-instance deployment, you can keep adding instances in a
multiple-instance deployment as the number of your enterprises grows.

A multiple instance deployment can also consist of separate enterprises or groups
of enterprises, each with its own context root or WebLogic EAR, as described in
“Multiple Context-Root Deployment.”

The following illustration shows an example of a multiple-instance deployment:

Following are the advantages and limitations of this multiple-instance deployment.

Advantages
v Enterprises can increase database size and continue to add instances.
v Enterprises can upgrade each instance independently.

Limitations
v These instances are not connected to each other and cannot share Configuration

data, such as hub-level pipelines. They also might require synchronization of
Configuration data.

v There is more than one point of control and monitoring. For example, you need
to run and monitor agents separately.

Many multiple-instance deployments enjoy the advantages listed above and are
unaffected by the limitations, because they have no need to share data between
instances or maintain a central point of control. They benefit from being able to
add databases as their enterprises grow.

However, if hardware resource or memory constraints require that you run
separate enterprise deployments within each node on the application server, you
can achieve this with a multiple context-root deployment.

Multiple Context-Root Deployment
In a multiple context-root deployment, each node on the application server can
have separate data for each enterprise or groups of enterprises. As the following
illustration shows, this separation of enterprises means that there is a WebLogic
EAR for each enterprise (or for a group of enterprises) as well as a
customer-specified URL that points to enterprise-specific login screens.
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In this scenario, each enterprise has its own context root, or EAR. Enterprise A's
data resides in E1, while Enterprise B's data resides in E2. Each enterprise can
upgrade independently and can completely separate data from each other because
the databases connect only to their respective EARs.

The Selling and Fulfillment Foundation: Customization Basics Guide contains
information about how to deploy multiple EARs and multiple context roots.

Following are the advantages and limitations of this multiple context-root
deployment:

Advantages
v Each node is a deployment of the Websphere, WebLogic, or the JBoss application

server. You can monitor application servers at one, aggregate level.
v You can deploy one more EAR within each application server node. You can

have multiple EARs and an enterprise-specific login interface.
v Enterprises can upgrade each instance independently.
v Isolation of context roots can result in better and more dynamic utilization of

hardware capacity, especially if you ensure that the enterprises sharing an
application server require different peak usage periods.

Limitations
v No central point of control for E1 and E2, which results in separate monitoring

of agents.
v No sharing of data between E1 and E2.
v No gain in memory utilization. For example, because Configuration data is not

shared, configuration of resource permissions will be duplicated, resulting in
approximately double the memory consumption.

In this deployment, you cannot leverage the same Configuration data across the
deployment while still keeping Transaction data separate among enterprises. These
kinds of benefits are available in a multischema deployment.
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Single-Instance Multischema Deployment
A multischema deployment is another version of a single instance deployment, but
with multiple database schemas. Enterprises can share the same Configuration
schema but have different Transaction schemas, one for each set of enterprises.
Note that each enterprise-specific Transaction schema is further associated with a
Colony ID.

Note: For more detailed information about colonies, multischema tables, and how
multischema features are implemented by Sterling Selling and Fulfillment
Foundation, see Chapter 2, “Multischema Overview,” on page 7.

The following multischema deployment example shows three colonies:
v Colony_A = Configuration E1 + Transaction E1 schemas
v Colony_B = Configuration E2 + Transaction E2 schemas
v Colony_C = Configuration E3 + Transaction E3 schemas

In this type of deployment, the Configuration schema is shared by all three
enterprises, but each enterprise has its own Transaction schema.

Following are the advantages and limitations of this multischema deployment.

Advantages
v Central point of control because it is a single-instance deployment.
v You can run one agent server that will process data across colonies.
v You do not need to synchronize Configuration data, such as hub-level pipelines,

that is shared by two colonies.
v Colonies can upgrade independently. However, if an enterprise that was

inheriting rules from another enterprise is upgrading, the Configuration schema
of both enterprises needs to be upgraded. If an enterprise upgrades, its
participating organizations should also upgrade. These include nodes, inventory
organization, capacity organization, catalog organization, and so on.
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v Enterprises in different colonies can share the same Configuration schema, but
because they are in different colonies, they can still be upgraded independently.

v Enterprises in different schemas can inherit rules from a common organization.
For more information, see “Using Template Organizations” on page 11.

v Two different Transaction schemas can inherit some configuration rules.
v Compared to a single-instance deployment, enterprise growth can be handled by

adding smaller-sized database nodes, rather than expanding monolithic
databases. Compared to a multiple-instance deployment, the capacity of the
application server is better utilized.

v Enterprises can benefit from the isolated Configuration schema when using the
CDT, and at the same time, be able to deploy Configuration data across multiple
colonies. For more information, see the Selling and Fulfillment Foundation:
Configuration Deployment Tool Guide.

Limitations
v Enterprises that belong to different colonies cannot share inventory, capacity,

items, customers, and vendors.
v In the Configuration Deployment Tool (CDT), you can compare and migrate

Configuration data all at once. But to migrate Master Data, you must point the
CDT to each colony and migrate on a per-colony basis.

v Enterprises that belong to different colonies cannot participate with the same
ship node. All participating organizations, including ship nodes, have to share
the same Transaction schema.
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Chapter 2. Multischema Overview

Following is a simple diagram illustrating how multischema configurations work.
In this diagram, two Transaction schemas, Transaction 1 and Transaction 2, share
the same Configuration schema.

In this example, Transaction data for two of the enterprises, E1 and E2, resides in
the Transaction 1 database, while data for enterprise E3 resides in the Transaction 2
database. You can create a colony to bound the set of enterprises that share the
same Transaction schema.

Colonies
A colony is a set of database schemas required to provide the complete
multischema functionality offered by Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation.
Every colony consists of the following schemas:
v Configuration schema - Contains Configuration data and is shared across

colonies.
v Transaction schema - Contains Transaction data and is dedicated to a colony.
v Metadata schema - Contains database lookup information that directs

transactions to the correct colony. This schema is shared across colonies and
across versions.

v Statistics schema - Contains statistics for the application, such as statistics for
APIs and agents, and is shared across schemas and versions.

Each colony has a Colony ID, such as Colony_E1E2. This colony name can be up
to 40 characters in length. A unique, two-digit Colony Prefix further defines the
colony. This can be from 10 – 99 (except 19 and 20). A DEFAULT Colony ID
(Colony Prefix 20) is provided with every installation of Sterling Selling and
Fulfillment Foundation.

In the previous Colony illustration, the Colony IDs are Colony_E1E2 and
Colony_E3. You can define the Colony ID with the Manage Colony tool at
installation time or later, as long as you ensure that no system activity, such as
creating orders, takes place during the interval between installation and adding
colonies. For more information about this tool, see Introduction to Managing
Colonies.
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In a multischema deployment, colonies also form a discrete unit that must be
upgraded independently. The enterprises that belong to this colony must be
migrated at the same time.

When you put enterprises into separate colonies, they cannot share inventory
organizations, catalog organizations, capacity organizations, customer organizations
and master organizations; they cannot participate with each other. In addition, no
API returns data across multiple colonies, including list APIs, such as getOrderList
and getShipmentList.

Each of the above schemas contains groups of tables that are used in Sterling
Selling and Fulfillment Foundation.

Multischema Entity Tables
Multischema deployments are achieved through the use of the following tables:
v Configuration Schema Tables - These groups of tables generally store system or

business rules such as sourcing rules, routing guide, shipping preferences, and
so on. In addition, these tables store organizations
Only one Configuration schema can be used per version and it must be used by
all enterprises in the deployment that are on that version.

v Transaction Schema Tables - These groups of tables contain a high volume of
constantly-changing data.
In the IBM Sterling Warehouse Management System and in Sterling Selling and
Fulfillment Foundation, this data is relevant to orders and shipment tasks. It also
includes inventory, inventory location, and capacity tables.

v Master Data Tables - These groups of tables reside along with Transaction tables.
They contain data that is created through batch feeds and is often referenced by
other organizations.
In the IBM Sterling Warehouse Management System, Warehouse Layout Tables
are all marked as Master Data. These tables contain data relevant to location
such as location size, capacity, storage code, and zone. They also contain zone
enterprise dedication and SKU dedication.
In Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation, Master Data tables contain data
relevant to catalogs, pricing, and customers.
Transaction and Master Data tables must be physically located in the same
schema because Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation joins data across
Master Data and Transaction tables.

v Metadata Tables - These groups of tables contain data required for database
lookup of core configuration information. It is a set of unique tables across
versions and performs “traffic direction” of transactions across multischema,
multi-version deployments.

v Statistics Tables - These groups of tables are used for maintaining statistics for
the application such as agent and API statistics. For more information about
statistics monitoring, see the Selling and Fulfillment Foundation: Installation Guide.
Only one Statistics schema can be used per version.
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Facts in Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation
A Fact is an attribute that is used by an API or an agent in Sterling Selling and
Fulfillment Foundation to identify which colony to connect to and retrieve data
from. For example, if information is required about a specific order, Facts enable
the Metadata schema to be used as a lookup to determine which Transaction
schema to connect to.

Following are the types of Facts in Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation:
v ColonyId - Identifies the colony based on the ColonyId.
v PrimaryKey - The first two digits of the Primary Key are used to identify a

colony through the Colony Prefix. In other words, when you create a new order,
all the Primary Keys of that order will be generated with the prefix of that
colony.

v LoginId - Identifies the colony from the Metadata lookup table
PLT_COLONY_MAP. This table maps each user's LoginId to the colony that the
user belongs to.

v OrganizationCode - Identifies the colony from the Metadata lookup table
PLT_COLONY_MAP. This table maps each organization to the colony it belongs
to.

If none of the facts can identify a colony, the DEFAULT colony is used for
accessing the data.

Role of APIs
APIs identify Facts based on the attributes passed in the input. To know which
attributes are Facts for an API, see the Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation
Javadocs for that API. For example, createOrder's Javadocs state that
EnterpriseCode is a Fact. So if createOrder is called with EnterpriseCode = "E1",
the order will be created in E1's Colony Transaction schema.

Facts that are passed in the input of an API should all point to the same colony;
that is, users must remain in the same colony's context during an API call.

Certain attributes can be passed in any API's input, even if the Javadocs do not
categorize them as a Fact. In the case of ColonyID, Sterling Selling and Fulfillment
Foundation does not pass this attribute in APIs, but it is included in the following
table because you can optionally implement the application to pass ColonyId. All
of these attributes should be present in the header element:

Fact Attribute Fact Type

ColonyId ColonyId

CallingOrganizationCode OrganizationCode

EnterpriseCode OrganizationCode

OrganizationCode OrganizationCode

APIs can also work based on Primary Keys. For example, a user can call the
scheduleOrder API with just the OrderHeaderKey in the input. The first two digits
of the Primary Key help the API identify which Colony it should act on.

Note: The following APIs are called from the Application Console and fetch data
only from the user's colony:
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v getIntegrationErrorGroupDetails
v getIntegrationErrorGroupList
v getIntegrationErrorList
v reprocessAllIntegrationErrorsInGroup

Configuring Agents
For an agent, you can set the ColonyId attribute in the agent criteria. If ColonyId is
not set, the agent works on the DEFAULT Colony.

Some agents such as Person Info Purge, Person Info Archive Purge, and Audit
Purge also need a TableType attribute. This is because YFS_Audit and
YFS_Person_Info tables exist with each schema and store data corresponding to
their own respective schemas. If the TableType attribute is not set, the agent works
for the default TableType for that table. For YFS_Person_Info, the default TableType
is TRANSACTION. For YFS_Audit, the default TableType is CONFIGURATION.

For example, to purge Person Info records for a Transaction schema for a
Colony_E3, set the ColonyId to Colony_E3, and set the TableType attribute to
TRANSACTION. (In Release 9.1, a TableType of TRANSACTION and MASTER is
the same because they both reside within the Transaction schema.)

See “A Time-Triggered Transaction Reference” in the Selling and Fulfillment
Foundation: Application Platform Configuration Guide for more information about the
TableType parameter for Person Info Purge and Person Info History Purge.

Users and Organizations
Users and organizations are treated as Master Data and reside in the Transaction
schema. When you create users and organizations, corresponding records are
created in a Metadata PLT_COLONY_MAP lookup table. When a user logs in, if
the login API does not have an enterprise to which that user belongs, the
PLT_COLONY_MAP lookup table determines which colony the user belongs to.

Migrate Data in a Multischema Deployment
About this task

During incremental configurations of Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation,
the Configuration Deployment Tool (CDT) migrates configuration data. The CDT
contains multischema options for migrating colonies of enterprises.

Because multischema enterprises can have independent deployments, some
enterprises may want to move to a higher version of Sterling Selling and
Fulfillment Foundation sooner than the others. The CDT migrates
organization-specific data based on Colony ID attributes.

If you are migrating data in a multischema deployment, IBM recommends
following this sequence of tasks:

Procedure
1. Move HUB and Organization Driven data first.
2. If an enterprise inherits any rules, pipelines, or user exit implementations from

another enterprise, move the parent enterprise or its DEFAULT colony first.
3. Move the child enterprise.
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Results

The Selling and Fulfillment Foundation: Configuration Deployment Tool Guide contains
detailed instructions for comparing and migrating data in a multischema
deployment.

Using Template Organizations
About this task

In a multischema environment, if an organization wants to inherit Configuration
data from another organization, the best practise of creating a third, template
organization eases future data migration.

For example, if Organization E1 in Colony 1 wants to inherit Configuration data
from Organization E2 in Colony 2, introduce a template organization E3 in the
Default colony. Have E1 and E2 inherit from E3. If you then want to upgrade or
migrate data in E2, you simply have to move E1/Colony 1 and E3/Default Colony,
with no impact on E2/Colony 2.

Sterling Analytics Reporting in a Multischema Deployment
Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation Sterling Analytics, which provides
query, analysis, and report capability, offers data sources based on schema type:
Configuration, Metadata, Master Data, and Transaction. You can optionally create
multischema data sources for Transaction and Master Data schema types and
associate them with a Colony Prefix. Reports are done on a per-colony basis.

For more information, see the Selling and Fulfillment Foundation: Business Intelligence
Guide.
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Chapter 3. Deployment Type Benefit Matrix

The following table summarizes the advantages of various types of deployment:

Feature

Single
Instance
Benefit

Multiple
Instance
Benefit

Multiple
Context
Root
Benefit

Multi-
Schema
Benefit

Enterprises can share inventory/capacity/
catalog.

X

Ship nodes can be shared across enterprises.
Organizations can participate with each
other.

X

In the Configuration Deployment Tool
(CDT), Configuration data can be compared
and migrated all at once.

Enterprises can inherit rules from another
enterprise within this same Configuration
schema.

X X

Each enterprise can have its own code
extensions, events, templates, extensions to
user interfaces, menus, and user exit
implementations. If two enterprises have
different inventory systems, they need to
have different interfaces, too. These can all
be defined by enterprise.

X X X X

Each enterprise is configured separately and
can have its own sourcing rules, pipelines,
tasks, and so on. This isolation of
configuration means that you can deploy
and move data by enterprise in the
Configuration Deployment Tool (CDT).

X X X X

All enterprises are under a single point of
control. For example, you can start and stop
agents and monitor processes from one
place.

X X

Enterprises upgrade independently by
enterprise, due to isolation of Transaction
data.

X X X

Enterprises can increase database size and
keep adding instances.

X

Application server monitoring/maintenance
can be performed at an aggregate level
across all deployments.

X X X

Isolation of context roots can result in better
and more dynamic utilization of hardware
capacity, especially if you ensure that the
enterprises sharing an application server
require different peak usage periods.

X X X
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Feature

Single
Instance
Benefit

Multiple
Instance
Benefit

Multiple
Context
Root
Benefit

Multi-
Schema
Benefit

Gain in memory utilization. For example,
because Configuration data is not shared,
configuration of resource permissions would
be duplicated, resulting in approximately
twice the memory consumption.

X X

You do not need to synchronize
Configuration data, such as hub-level
pipelines, that are shared by two colonies.

X X

Compared to a single-instance deployment,
enterprise growth can be handled by adding
smaller-sized database nodes, rather than
expanding monolithic databases. Compared
to a multiple-instance deployment, the
capacity of the application server is better
utilized.

X

Enterprises can benefit from the isolated
Configuration schema when using the
Configuration Deployment Tool, and at the
same time, be able to deploy Configuration
across multiple colonies.

X
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Chapter 4. Move from Single-Schema Mode to Multischema
Mode

About this task

When installing Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation, the GUI and
text-based installation processes prompt for whether you are installing a
multischema deployment and, depending on your responses, set up multischema
mode for you. When installing by a silent installation file, you must specify the
multischema properties necessary if you want a multischema deployment, as
described in the Selling and Fulfillment Foundation: Installation Guide.

If you are upgrading to Release 9.0, both single-schema and multischema upgrade
modes are supported. You must be running a multischema deployment before you
can upgrade in multischema mode. For more information about upgrading in
single-schema and multischema modes, refer to the Selling and Fulfillment
Foundation: Upgrade Guide.

To move from a single-schema deployment to a multischema deployment:

Procedure
1. In the sandbox.cfg file, set the following properties:

multischema.enabled=true
multischema.version=8.5

2. After editing sandbox.cfg, run the setupfiles script so that the runtime property
files are re-created with the updated values:
(For UNIX or Linux) <INSTALL_DIR>/bin/setupfiles.sh

(For Windows) <INSTALL_DIR>/bin/setupfiles.cmd

The Metadata, Configuration, Transaction, and Statistics schemas are
automatically set up for you.

3. Run the Colony Map Synchronizer agent, as described in the “Time-Triggered
Transaction Reference” chapter in the Sterling Distributed Order Management:
Configuration Guide. This agent inserts or updates colony mappings of
organizations and users in the PLT_COLONY_MAP table.

Note: When you run the agent for the first time, it populates the
PLT_COLONY_MAP table. Initially, you must run the agent on the DEFAULT
colony that is part of the Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation
installation. After completing these steps with the DEFAULT colony, you can
complete them on other colonies.

4. Rebuild and deploy the EAR, as described in the Sterling Selling and Fulfillment
Foundation: Installation Guide.

5. Once you have completed the previous steps, you can add colonies using the
ManageColony tool, as described in Chapter 6, “Introduction to Managing
Colonies,” on page 19.
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Chapter 5. Add an Enterprise to a Colony

About this task

After completing the steps in Chapter 4, “Move from Single-Schema Mode to
Multischema Mode,” on page 15 and adding colonies as described in Introduction
to Managing Colonies, you can add Enterprises to colonies as follows:

Procedure
1. On the Installation Rule screen (Applications Manager> Sterling Application

Platform > System Administration > Installation Rules) set the Inventory
Consolidation Level, Capacity Consolidation Level, and Catalog Model to
“Enterprise.” Do not set them to “Hub” (they are mutually exclusive).

2. On the Create Organization screen (Applications Manager > Sterling
Application Platform > Participant Modeling > Participant Setup >
Organization Search > Create New) specify whether the Organization is an
Enterprise and enter the Assigned Colony Id for that Organization.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 1999, 2011 17
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Chapter 6. Introduction to Managing Colonies

A default colony is always created when you install the Sterling Selling and
Fulfillment Foundation. You can use the Manage Colony tool to create additional
colonies. All colonies share the Configuration schema, Statistics schema, and
Metadata schema, but they have separate Transaction/Masterdata schemas.

You can add colonies to your multischema configuration in the following ways:
v Add a Colony Using the GUI Wizard
v Add a Colony from the Command Line Interface
v Add a Colony in Silent Install Mode

Note: To add colonies, your application must be in multischema mode. If you have
installed the Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation in single-schema mode or
upgraded to Release 9.1 from a previous version, move to multischema mode by
performing the steps described in Chapter 4, “Move from Single-Schema Mode to
Multischema Mode,” on page 15.

Add a Colony Using the GUI Wizard
About this task

You can add colonies to your Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation
deployment as follows:

Procedure
1. Run the Manage Colony Wizard by entering the following command:

Windows: <INSTALL_DIR>\bin manageColonyWizard.cmd

Linux or UNIX: <INSTALL_DIR>/bin ./manageColonyWizard.sh

2. The initial screeen dialog box is displayed.
3. At the Manage Colony screen, click Next to start the installation program.
4. At the Manage Colony screen, enter the Colony ID. This is the name of the

colony you wish to create and it can be up to 40 characters in length. In the
next field, enter the Colony Prefix, which is a two-digit colony prefix for the
colony. This can be a number from 10 – 99 (except 19 and 20). Click Next.

5. Configure your Transaction/Master schema by entering the following
information and click Next:
v Database user name
v Database password
v Confirm database password
v Database catalog name (for more information, see the Selling and Fulfillment

Foundation: Installation Guide)
v Database host name (or IP address)
v Database port

6. After you enter the database information and click Next, the Confirm Database
Information screen for Transaction/Master displays the database account
information you entered on the previous screen. This screen is read-only. If the
information is correct, click Next.
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If any information needs to be changed, click Back to return to the previous
screen and make changes.

7. If you have installed Sterling Analytics, the Manage Colony Wizard prompts
for the following information.
a. Configure your Sterling Analytics Transaction/Master schema by entering

the following information and click Next.
v Database user name
v Database password
v Confirm database password
v Database catalog name (for more information, see the Selling and

Fulfillment Foundation: Installation Guide)
v Database host name (or IP address)
v Database port

b. After you enter the database information and click Next, the Confirm
Sterling Analytics Database Information Transaction/Master Schema screen
displays the database account information you entered on the previous
screen. This screen is read-only. Click Next.

c. Configure your Sterling Analytics Staging schema by entering database
information and click Next.

d. After you enter the database information and click Next, the Confirm
Database Account Information for Sterling Analytics Staging Schema screen
displays the database account information you entered on the previous
screen. This screen is read-only. Click Next.

8. When the installation is finished, the message installation completed is displayed.
9. If you wish to add another colony to your deployment, repeat the procedure,

entering database information for the next colony.

Results

This GUI installation writes an <INSTALL_DIR>/addColony.xml file, which contains
the colony configuration data you entered during this procedure.

Add a Colony from the Command Line Interface
About this task

You can add colonies to your Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation
deployment as follows:

Procedure
1. Run the Manage Colony installation by entering the following command from

the <INSTALL_DIR>/bin directory:
Windows: <INSTALL_DIR>\bin manageColonyWizard.cmd

UNIX or Linux: <INSTALL_DIR>/bin ./manageColonyWizard.sh

2. At the Enter Colony ID prompt, enter the Colony ID, which is the name of the
colony you wish to create.

3. At the next prompt, enter the Colony Prefix, enter a two-digit colony prefix for
the colony. This can be a number from 10 – 99 (except 19 and 20). Press Enter.

4. The installation guides you through entering database account information for
Transaction/Master Schema. Enter a value for each item, then press Enter:
v Database user name
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v Database password
v Confirm database password
v Database catalog name (for more information, see the Selling and Fulfillment

Foundation: Installation Guide

v Database host name (or IP address)
v Database port

5. After you enter the database information and press Enter, the Confirm
Database Information screen (read-only) for Transaction/Master displays the
database account information you entered. Review each item's value, and press
Enter to accept each one.

6. The installation program verifies the database connection. If a connection
cannot be established, you receive an error and can re-enter the database
information to make another connection attempt. If you cannot make a
connection, consult with your database administrator.

7. If you have installed Sterling Analytics, the installation prompts for the
following information. Otherwise, proceed to Step 8.
a. The installation guides you through entering database account information

for the Sterling Analytics Transaction/Master schema. Enter a value for each
of the following items, then press Enter:
v Database user name
v Database password
v Confirm database password
v Database catalog name (for more information, see the Selling and

Fulfillment Foundation: Installation Guide)
v Database host name (or IP address)
v Database port

b. After you enter the database information and press Enter, the Confirm
Sterling Analytics Database Information Transaction/Master Schema screen
(read-only) displays the database account information you entered. Review
each item's value, and press Enter to accept each one.

c. The installation program verifies the database connection. If a connection
cannot be established, you receive an error and can re-enter the database
information to make another connection attempt. If you cannot make a
connection, consult with your database administrator.

d. The installation guides you through entering database account information
for the Sterling Analytics Staging Schema. Enter a value for each database
item and press Enter.

e. After you enter the database information and press Enter, the Confirm
Database Account Information for Sterling Analytics Staging schema screen
(read-only) displays the database account information you entered. Review
each item's value, and press Enter to accept each one.

8. When the installation is finished, the system displays the message installation
completed.

9. If you wish to add another colony to your deployment, go back to Step 1 and
run the manageColonyWizard script again, entering database information for
the next colony.

Results

This command-line installation writes an addColony.xml file, which contains the
colony configuration data you entered during this procedure.
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Add a Colony in Silent Install Mode
About this task

You can create colonies in silent install mode by creating an addColony.xml file that
you can pass with the manageColony command. This file contains colony and
database information that is required when you add a colony. In addition, you can
specify multiple passwords and their effective dates, predefining passwords for a
given pool months in advance. These passwords will change on the fly without a
server restart. Adding colonies in silent install mode automates the process and
limits manual interaction.

You can add colonies to your Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation
deployment as follows:

Procedure
1. Create a silent addColony.xml file with a text editor. The file must contain the

entries described in “Parameters in the addColony.xml File.”
This table is followed by a sample addColony.xml file. After you edit the file,
make note of its name and location, so that you can pass it with the
manageColony command.

2. Enter the following command to add a colony:
Windows: <INSTALL_DIR>\bin manageColony.cmd addColony.xml

UNIX or Linux: < INSTALL_DIR >/bin ./manageColony.sh addColony.xml

3. Repeat this command as necessary each time you want to create a colony,
passing the XML file that is associated with each colony.

Parameters in the addColony.xml File

The following table describes the parameters in the addColony.xml file:

Parameter Definition

<colony_name> The name of the colony you want to create. This can be
up to 40 characters in length.

<primary_key_prefix> A two-digit prefix for the colony. This can be any
number from 10 – 99 (except 19 and 20).

<new_pool_id> The new connection pool pointing to the schema this
colony is associated with.

<jdbc_url> Specify the URL to connect to the database.

v If using Oracle, set to:

jdbc:oracle:thin:@<DatabaseServerHost
name/IPaddress>:TNSListenerPortNumber>:
<DatabaseSID>

v If using Microsoft SQL Server 2005/2008, set to:

jdbc:sqlserver://<DatabaseServerHostname>
<PortNumber>;DatabaseName=<Databasename>

v If using DB2®, set to:

jdbc:db2://<DatabaseServerHostname>:<Port Number>/
<Databasename>

<db_user> Specify the user name associated with the database.
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Parameter Definition

<db_password> Specify the password associated with the database.

<db_driver_class> Specify the class name of your database driver as
follows.

v If using Oracle, set to:

oracle.jdbc.OracleDriver

v If using Microsoft SQL Server 2005/2008, set to:

com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServer
Driver

v If using DB2, set to:

com.ibm.db2.jcc.DB2Driver

<db_schema> Specify the schema name associated with the database if
it is different from the <db_user> name you entered.
Note: This parameter is case-sensitive and you must
specify it in UPPERCASE.

<password.1> Specify a database password for the effectivity date
parameter specified in <effective.1>

<password.2> Specify an effective date for the <password.1> parameter
shown above.

<effective.1> Specify an effective date for the <password.1> parameter
shown above

<effective.2> Specify an effective date for the <password.2> parameter
shown above

Sample Silent addColony.xml File
The following sample file contains the parameters described in “Add a Colony in
Silent Install Mode” on page 22. If you want to add more than one colony, create
additional addColony.xml files that specify the colony and database information
associated with those colonies.

Note:

v The following example shows a schema and corresponding pool parameters for
“BI” or Sterling Analytics, in case you are installing it.

v You can change only the properties displayed in italics in the sample
addColony.xml file.

Sample addColony.xml
<colonyconfig>

<colonies>
<colony name="<colony_name>" pkprefix="<primary_key_prefix>"

version="9.0">
<schema poolid="DEFAULT_METADATA" tabletype="METADATA"/>
<schema poolid="DEFAULT_CONFIGURATION_90" tabletype="CONFIGURATION"/>
<schema poolid="DEFAULT_STATISTICS_90" tabletype="STATISTICS"/>
<schema poolid="<new_pool_id_1>" tabletype="TRANSACTION"/>
<schema poolid="<new_pool_id_1>" tabletype="MASTER"/>
<schema poolid="<new_pool_id_2>" tabletype="BI"/>
<schema poolid="<new_pool_id_3>" tabletype="BI_STAGING"/>

</colony>
</colonies>
<pools>

<pool id="<new_pool_id_1>">
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<jdbc>
<param name="url" value="<jdbc_url>"/>
<param name="user" value="<db_user>"/>
<param name="password" value="<db_password>"/>
<param name="driver" value="<db_driver_class>"/>
<param name="schema" value="<db_schema>"/>
<param name="password.1" value="<password_1>"/>
<param name="password.2" value="<password_2>"/>
<param name="effective.1" value="<effective_1>"/>
<param name="effective.2" value="<effective_2>"/>

</jdbc>
</pool>
<pool id="<new_pool_id_2>">

<jdbc>
<param name="url" value="<jdbc_url>"/>
<param name="user" value="<db_user>"/>
<param name="password" value="<db_password>"/>
<param name="driver" value="<db_driver_class>"/>
<param name="schema" value="<db_schema>"/>
<param name="password.1" value="<password_1>"/>
<param name="password.2" value="<password_2>"/>
<param name="effective.1" value="<effective_1>"/>
<param name="effective.2" value="<effective_2>"/>

</jdbc>
</pool>
<pool id="<new_pool_id_3>">

<jdbc>
<param name="url" value="<jdbc_url>"/>
<param name="user" value="<db_user>"/>
<param name="password" value="<db_password>"/>
<param name="driver" value="<db_driver_class>"/>
<param name="schema" value="<db_schema>"/>
<param name="password.1" value="<password_1>"/>
<param name="password.2" value="<password_2>"/>
<param name="effective.1" value="<effective_1>"/>
<param name="effective.2" value="<effective_2>"/>

</jdbc>
</pool>

</pools>
</colonyconfig>
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Notices

This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A.

IBM may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in
other countries. Consult your local IBM representative for information on the
products and services currently available in your area. Any reference to an IBM
product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM
product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product,
program, or service that does not infringe any IBM intellectual property right may
be used instead. However, it is the user's responsibility to evaluate and verify the
operation of any non-IBM product, program, or service.

IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter
described in this document. The furnishing of this document does not grant you
any license to these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:

IBM Director of Licensing

IBM Corporation

North Castle Drive

Armonk, NY 10504-1785

U.S.A.

For license inquiries regarding double-byte character set (DBCS) information,
contact the IBM Intellectual Property Department in your country or send
inquiries, in writing, to:

Intellectual Property Licensing

Legal and Intellectual Property Law

IBM Japan Ltd.

1623-14, Shimotsuruma, Yamato-shi

Kanagawa 242-8502 Japan

The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other
country where such provisions are inconsistent with local law:
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS
PUBLICATION "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some states do not allow disclaimer of express or
implied warranties in certain transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply
to you.

This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors.
Changes are periodically made to the information herein; these changes will be
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incorporated in new editions of the publication. IBM may make improvements
and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this
publication at any time without notice.

Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for
convenience only and do not in any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web
sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part of the materials for this IBM
product and use of those Web sites is at your own risk.

IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it
believes appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.

Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose
of enabling: (i) the exchange of information between independently created
programs and other programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the
information which has been exchanged, should contact:

IBM Corporation

J46A/G4

555 Bailey Avenue

San Jose, CA 95141-1003

U.S.A.

Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions,
including in some cases, payment of a fee.

The licensed program described in this document and all licensed material
available for it are provided by IBM under terms of the IBM Customer Agreement,
IBM International Program License Agreement or any equivalent agreement
between us.

Any performance data contained herein was determined in a controlled
environment. Therefore, the results obtained in other operating environments may
vary significantly. Some measurements may have been made on development-level
systems and there is no guarantee that these measurements will be the same on
generally available systems. Furthermore, some measurements may have been
estimated through extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this document
should verify the applicable data for their specific environment.

Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of
those products, their published announcements or other publicly available sources.
IBM has not tested those products and cannot confirm the accuracy of
performance, compatibility or any other claims related to non-IBM products.
Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be addressed to the
suppliers of those products.

All statements regarding IBM's future direction or intent are subject to change or
withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and objectives only.

All IBM prices shown are IBM's suggested retail prices, are current and are subject
to change without notice. Dealer prices may vary.
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This information is for planning purposes only. The information herein is subject to
change before the products described become available.

This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily business
operations. To illustrate them as completely as possible, the examples include the
names of individuals, companies, brands, and products. All of these names are
fictitious and any similarity to the names and addresses used by an actual business
enterprise is entirely coincidental.

COPYRIGHT LICENSE:

This information contains sample application programs in source language, which
illustrate programming techniques on various operating platforms. You may copy,
modify, and distribute these sample programs in any form without payment to
IBM, for the purposes of developing, using, marketing or distributing application
programs conforming to the application programming interface for the operating
platform for which the sample programs are written. These examples have not
been thoroughly tested under all conditions. IBM, therefore, cannot guarantee or
imply reliability, serviceability, or function of these programs. The sample
programs are provided "AS IS", without warranty of any kind. IBM shall not be
liable for any damages arising out of your use of the sample programs.

Each copy or any portion of these sample programs or any derivative work, must
include a copyright notice as follows:

© IBM 2011. Portions of this code are derived from IBM Corp. Sample Programs. ©
Copyright IBM Corp. 2011.

If you are viewing this information softcopy, the photographs and color
illustrations may not appear.

Trademarks

IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com® are trademarks or registered trademarks of
International Business Machines Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide.
Other product and service names might be trademarks of IBM or other companies.
A current list of IBM trademarks is available on the Web at “Copyright and
trademark information” at http://www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml.

Adobe, the Adobe logo, PostScript, and the PostScript logo are either registered
trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United States,
and/or other countries.

IT Infrastructure Library is a registered trademark of the Central Computer and
Telecommunications Agency which is now part of the Office of Government
Commerce.

Intel, Intel logo, Intel Inside, Intel Inside logo, Intel Centrino, Intel Centrino logo,
Celeron, Intel Xeon, Intel SpeedStep, Itanium, and Pentium are trademarks or
registered trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States
and other countries.

Linux is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the United States, other
countries, or both.
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Microsoft, Windows, Windows NT, and the Windows logo are trademarks of
Microsoft Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both.

ITIL is a registered trademark, and a registered community trademark of the Office
of Government Commerce, and is registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office.

UNIX is a registered trademark of The Open Group in the United States and other
countries.

Java and all Java-based trademarks and logos are trademarks or registered
trademarks of Oracle and/or its affiliates.

Cell Broadband Engine is a trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment, Inc. in the
United States, other countries, or both and is used under license therefrom.

Linear Tape-Open, LTO, the LTO Logo, Ultrium and the Ultrium Logo are
trademarks of HP, IBM Corp. and Quantum in the U.S. and other countries.

Connect Control Center®, Connect:Direct®, Connect:Enterprise™, Gentran®,
Gentran®:Basic®, Gentran:Control®, Gentran:Director®, Gentran:Plus®,
Gentran:Realtime®, Gentran:Server®, Gentran:Viewpoint®, Sterling Commerce™,
Sterling Information Broker®, and Sterling Integrator® are trademarks or registered
trademarks of Sterling Commerce™, Inc., an IBM Company.

Other company, product, and service names may be trademarks or service marks
of others.
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